
A JOURNEY FROM BUGS
TO SECURETOKENS
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Who Am I?
Simon Carlson-Thies

mPower (contractor) @NIH

Macintosh SME/JAMF Admin/…[Insert Title Of The Day Here]…

You can find me here…


Twitter - @macxray2


LinkedIn


MacAdmins Slack - simon


Github - sctcoding
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DISCLAIMER
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The views presented are my own and do not represent the 
views of my employer.
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tl;dr

Obviously I don’t have the source code so these are my 
opinions.


I will not be showing disassemblies of OS X for obvious 
reasons.



DISASTER STRIKES
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MY PRESENTATION IS DOOMED
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https://help.apple.com/deployment/macos/#/apd8faa99948
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APPLE RELEASED SOME DOCUMENTATION
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IT'S ABOUT SECURETOKENS
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Apple File System (APFS) in macOS 10.13 or later changes how FileVault encryption 
keys are generated. In previous versions of macOS on CoreStorage volumes, the keys 

used in the FileVault encryption process were created when a user or organization 
enabled FileVault on a Mac. In macOS on APFS volumes, the keys are generated 

either during user creation or during the first interactive login by a user of the Mac. 
This new implementation of the encryption keys, when they are generated, and how 

they are stored are a part of SecureToken. Specifically, a 
SecureToken is a wrapped version of a 
Key Encryption Key (KEK) protected by 

a userʼs password.
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WELL APPLE IS RIGHT
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OK, PRESENTATION OVER



THANKS FOR LISTENING



JUST KIDDING



FORTUNATELY
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THERE IS MORE TO THE STORY…



The Pieces



The Pieces
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The Pieces
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Recovery Key handling



The Pieces

secureaccesstoken.plist

Recovery Key handling

Password sync issues–the return



LET'S LOOK AT THE PIECES
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BUT, FIRST



A BUG TO CONFIRM APPLE'S DOCUMENTATION
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One Little Key Press
The system reported “done” process successful. 
SecureToken now enabled.

Must be a glitch

Let’s reboot and see. Nope, the user’s password doesn’t 
work.

Bonus: no password works. What a time saver.
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It gets worse, much worse
Your encryption password is blank

Your password policy is void

Any user’s password can be adjusted as if from the 
recovery partition

Side note: if you make your FileVault password blank you 
cannot decrypt the disk with that user in the GUI.



ERRORS SAY IT ALL
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Error: Successful verification using Shadowhash but failed 
SecureToken (out-of-sync) - opendirectoryd 



Error: Successful verification using Shadowhash but failed 
SecureToken (out-of-sync) - opendirectoryd 
Password provided for <private> do not match 
SecureToken passphrase



Error: Successful verification using Shadowhash but failed 
SecureToken (out-of-sync) - opendirectoryd 
Password provided for <private> do not match 
SecureToken passphrase
Clearly we can see that Apple’s claim is correct. We are 
wrapping the KEK with a password–it just so happens that 
10.13 doesn’t care if it is the user’s password.



FIND A BUG–MAKE A TOOL
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SecureTokenizer



SecureTokenizer









Of course this bug has been reported to Apple.



Of course this bug has been reported to Apple.
Apple basically said upgrade to 10.14 to fix it.



DEMO



AS AMUSING AS THE BUG IS
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DO WE NEED TO CARE AS ADMINS
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Encryption Key) with the user’s password.
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Sure, SecureToken includes the wrapping of the KEK (Key 
Encryption Key) with the user’s password.
10.13 even has a fun bug that allows you to use any 
password.
However, since most people are not manipulating FileVault 
at that low of a level as long as the user can decrypt we 
don’t have to care–beyond any risks this bug presents.
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LET’S GET BACK TO THOSE MISSING PIECES
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SECUREACCESSTOKEN.PLIST



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE plist PUBLIC "-//Apple//DTD PLIST 1.0//EN" "http://
www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd"> 
<plist version="1.0"> 
<dict> 
    <key>SecureAccessToken</key> 
    <data> 
    MHqAAQCBIMDHuGAFwrMrlMqvwM09vi6Saq/u3WQlSgZ8dnkN/+WvgggCWyJcVcFT1qNJ 
    gAEAgRCrNs+40sNSY7cHC38I5wQWgggAAAAAAQBMs4MoY7Z5dd75f/c2lcd3DaZrhkut 
    u8FYR1jdrAFeD8imuA0CFEXzV1+jrA== 
    </data> 
</dict> 
</plist> 

http://www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd
http://www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd
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Maybe not, the contents of the file don’t really matter.
As long as the file is valid all is well.
You can delete the file and it will come back.
Deleting has no impact besides changing the contents.
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How do we determine the link between 
secureaccesstoken.plist and SecureToken?
We know it has something to do with FileVault since sudo 
diskutil apfs updatePreboot / bothers to sync it
There are two key facts in evidence:

The SecureToken secureaccesstoken.plist relation is 
shown in the code
If you damage the secureaccesstoken.plist file it breaks 
SecureToken





SecureToken could still be what Apple claims if we look at 
this as just part of the SecureToken implementation used 
to wrap KEK with password.



SecureToken could still be what Apple claims if we look at 
this as just part of the SecureToken implementation used 
to wrap KEK with password.
But, if you work really hard and destroy all token holders 
on a box you can still force users into FileVault.



DEMO



PASSWORD SYNC
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THE RETURN





If you don’t have a token and you change your password it won’t 
sync. The password at EFI will stay even when changed from the GUI.



If you don’t have a token and you change your password it won’t 
sync. The password at EFI will stay even when changed from the GUI.
Let’s see what the password change is doing:


_odm_RecordVerifyPassword 

sub_8b6e


_securetoken_helpers_verify_password 

sub_100064195 


sub_10006394c 

io_connect_method 
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We can now say that SecureToken is necessary to sync 
the password. Which makes sense if it is part of wrapping 
the KEK with the user’s password.
No token means that you need to start the process over 
again, and you can’t simply unwrap and re-wrap the KEK.
We can also state that the token must have more than one 
part to it, because even without a token, and with a 
broken token assignment system we can still add users to 
FileVault



DEMO



RECOVERY KEYS
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If you break the SecureToken and I do mean break, then 
no more recovery keys for you.
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If you break the SecureToken and I do mean break, then 
no more recovery keys for you.
If you already have a recovery key it will still work.
If you remove it, then you are still fine.
If you decide that you want the recovery key back or want 
a new one–danger Will Robinson–it won’t work.



Follow the functions. Exhibit A works, on the bottom exhibit 
B not so much.
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Follow the functions. Exhibit A works, on the bottom exhibit 
B not so much.

B

A





Exhibit A finds a SecureToken user and is able to 
successfully write a new recovery key to disk.



Exhibit A finds a SecureToken user and is able to 
successfully write a new recovery key to disk.
Exhibit B determines the user has no token, and then 
looks for one that does. When it doesn’t find one; it tries to 
fix the issue. When that fails–it gives up.
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I SAID THERE WAS MORE
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Findings



Findings
SecureToken has to work for FileVault to be enabled



Findings
SecureToken has to work for FileVault to be enabled
If not, then we get things like:


error   opendirectoryd    Converting <private> (F1248929-
D4E7-4201-88A0-4641FC9CF577) to use SecureToken failed - needs to be upgraded by 
SecureToken user {( “F90BDB63-5751-4136-B429-2CC84B9A61B7" )}

default   fdesetup    fdesetup:changePersonalRecoveryKey unable to remove existing 
recovery key.  This may be ok if you werent expecting one. error: -69594 (Personal 
recovery key record could not be found.)

default   fdesetup    fdesetup:changePersonalRecoveryKey unable to create personal 
recovery user; error: 5101 (<private>)

default   fdesetup    fdesetup:enableFDEFileVault encryption enabled failed; error: -69594
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Having a SecureToken allows for writing recovery keys to 
disk. 
Not having SecureToken means that re-wrapping the KEK on 
password change fails.
A SecureToken depends on a valid secureaccesstoken.plist 
and without this file your FileVault still works with a few 
caveats.
So, Apple is right: SecureToken is partially wrapping the KEK 
with the password, but is also all of these other things too.





Apple's description that a SecureToken is the KEK 
wrapped with the user's password places the 
SecureToken feature far below the level that most admins 
are looking at.



Apple's description that a SecureToken is the KEK 
wrapped with the user's password places the 
SecureToken feature far below the level that most admins 
are looking at.
However, if you understand that when 
secureaccesstoken.plist becomes corrupt, this breaks 
SecureToken, and that the recovery key is dependent on 
SecureToken you will catch the few important parts of 
SecureToken for us admins.



TAKE AWAYS
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Apple places SecureToken below the level we admins 
operate at.
SecureToken is obviously more than that.
The secureaccesstoken.plist file answers the question of 
what enables SecureToken. It also solves some odd 
problems encountered in OS X.
Finally, and most importantly, the connection with writing 
the recovery key means that SecureToken has more 
impact for us admins than Apple leads us to believe.
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Q&A
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